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Thomas Mann. To Be .Highlighted ~Reverend
By Visiting Canadian Pr~fess'!r, WhichMarches,OnWashin
On Tuesday, February 18, 1967,
o !f
Riley
Anthony
Professor
Queen's University, Kingston, Oil:.
tario, Canada, will speak at Rhode
Island College on the subject
"Thomas Mann - Moralist and
Humanist." Dr. Riley is Professor
of German
in the Department
at the
Language and Literature
University, and wrote his doctoral
dissertation on "Thomas Mann's
in his Later
Art of Narrative
Works." He has also published
several articles in literary journals
on the subject of Mann's work.
In addition to his present position, Dr. Riley has also taught at
the University of Tubingen, Germany, and at Queen Mary College,
University of London. He has also
held a fellowship from Queen's
University for research work on

p "d T
·
Barrmgton
res,ent O

the study of the religious novel in
England and Germany during the
period from 1918 to the present,
and the Weil Institute for Studies
in Religion and the Humat¥ties
(1965) for
Summer Fellowship
work on "The Problem of Evil in
the ,Major Works of Elisabenn
Langasser." In addition, Dr. Riley
is also a member of the Thomas
Mann-Gesellschaft, Zurich, and the
Deutsche Schiller-Gessellschaft.
The lecture will be held at
8 :00 p.m. in Horace Mann Auditorium. All members of the College
are invited to attend, particularly
Humanities 106 students, who will
be studying Thomas 'Mann's Magic
MoWltaln.

W. Riley

Ravenal, Smith and . Koeni~
---e

works Go On Exhibit Tonight

HereOnMonday
Lecture

D.r. Charles Hum.el, President of
Barrington College, will speak at
Rhode Island College on the even13, 1967 at
of February
ing
7:45 p.m. in the Demonstration
Room of Clarke Science Building.
The basic theme of Dr. Hummel's lecture will deal with tbe
to the
relevance of lliristianity
modern academic community, and
the relationship
in particular,
between !he intellectually honest
student exploring the nature of
life and the basic claims put forward by Christianity.
Before assuming the presidency
of Barrington College, Dr. Hummel was director of Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship, a 'nationwide
organization composed of student
chapters on almost all leading
campuses in the United States.
With this background Dr. Hummel
is indeed familiar with the problems and struggles confronting the
present student generation.
All students and faculty members are urged to attend this
lecture which is being held under
the spons0rship of the Anchor
Christian Fellowship of RIC.

Professor.A.

Miss Carol Ravena!, Mr. Donald
Smith and Mr. Peter Koenig, all
of art at
professors
associate
Rhode Island College are to have
some of their works exhibited at
the Casdin Art Gallery on Wednesday evenings from February
8 to March 3. The gallery is located at 93 Elm Street in Worcester, Mass. T.o be presented are
etchings, paintings and drawings.
Included in the exhibit will be
and abstill lifes, landscapes,
stracts.

and at the Rhode Island Arts.Festival.
Mr. Smith's and Miss Ravenal's
works will include paintings, drawabings, still lifes, landscapes,
stracts and academic works.
These works may be seen at the
Casdin Art Gallery located at 93
Elm Street, Worcester, Mass.
Theatre, at Missouri State College,
----------------------------

· Six Students Chosen For
Pell Internship Program

The three artists have won various awards and have had' their
Dr. Herbert -R. Winter of the
works dispalyed several times in
Social
College
Island
Rhode
Rhode Island.
Sciences department has announMr. Koenig has received a B.F.A. ced the selection of six students
from the Massachusetts College of to represent
RIC in Senator
Art, an M.F.A. from Cranbrook Clairborne Pell's Washington informerly
has
Academy of Art, and
ternship program during the weeks
at.tended the Warsaw Academy of February 27 and May 15.
of Fine Arts along with the Provin the week of
Participating
incetown Workshop. Among some February 27 will be Wilfred M.
.of Mr. Koenig's works to be pre- C!lrtis, James D'Ambra, and Wilsented are etchings and land- liam E. Sheridan.
scapes. Each work is an accumuDuring the week of May 15,
lation of impressions, rather than participants will •be Nancy Barr,
a particular scene.
John D'Amaral, and James D. Ray.
These six students were chosen
Mr. Koenig has had exhibitions
at the Worcester Museum of Art, for the program from an original
the Norfolk Museum of Art, the file_d of eighteen applicants; the
Boston Arts Festival, and others. field of eighteen applicants, the
He also received awards and fel- after interviews with Dr. Winter,
lowships such as the Birming- Mr. Perry and Mr. Profughi, the
Feb. 8 - Ash Wednesday Worship ham Art. Festival Award and the
and Catho- MacDowell Foundation Fellowship.
Services. Protestant
lic, 3:00 p.m., Mann Auditorium.
Miss Ravena! has received a
Ashes will be distributed after B.A. from Brooklyn College; and
the service.
an M.F.A. from Ohio University,
Young People's Socialists Lea- along with a Ph.D. from Harvard
'Ihe Young People's Socialist
gue Panel Discussion, 8:00 p.m., University. Among her many exLeague of Rhode Island College
Demonstration
Clark Science
hibitions were the Fogg Museum, will sponsor a panel discussion on
Room.
Rhode Island Arts Festival, and the subject "Student Power" on
Feb. 10-11 - Stunt Night
the Providence Art Club. She is Wednesday, February 8 at 8 p.m.
Seminar
Religious
Feb. 14 also the recipient of the Sears- in the Clark Science DemonstraVisual
and the
"Christianity
Gilbert Fellowship of Radcliffe tion Room. On the panel will be
Arts." Lecture by Professor An- College and the Austrian Governfaculty members Professor Ronald
gelo Rosati. 1:00 p.m., Ad~
ment Fellowship.
Ballinger and Professor James R.
Library Conference Room 1.
Mr. Smith also holds several Coleman, alumni Dennis Costa and
Feb. 15 - Robert Marshal Brown
John DiBiase, and undergraduates
Lecture Series. Professor Anth- degrees, among which are a B.A.
Carmen
and
Watts
Russell
Missouri,
of
University
the
from
"Thomas
on
Riley will lecture
Sarracino.
University
the
from
M.A.
an
and
Mann - Moralist and HumanThe discussion ls open to the
ist." 8:00 p.m., Mann Auditor- of Missouri. He has exhibited his
Square public.
wor-½s at the Trinity

ThisWeekAt RIC

YPSL To Sponsor
Panel Discussion

ium.

On JanuafY 30, 1967, the Reverend J. Richard Peck of Rhode
Island College was among a group
3,000 persons
of approximately
in a march on
who participated
Washington sponsored by the Ad
Hoc Committee of the Clergy and
Laity Concerned About Vietnam.
Catholic, Jewish and
Protestant,
Orthodox clergy were called from
throughout the United States to
participate in a national mobilization to protest present United
States policy in Vietnam, to demand the cessation of bombing
in North Vietnam; negotiations
National - Liberation
with - the
Front, and -a general de-escalation
of the war effort. Approximately
2,000 clergymen later took part
in a silent, prayerful vigil for one
hour in front of the Capitol. Following this, clergymen from each
with
interviews
attended
state
their respective congressional delPastore
Senator
Both
egations.
and Senator Pell of the Rhode
Island delegation have been critical of the policy in question.
The assembly was addressed
day by Senator
the following
Wayne Morse of Oregon, Senator
Grunning of Wisconsin, and Sen~tor Eugene McCarthy of Michigan, all of whom have also spoken against the American policy

were
applicants
six successful
chosen.
The expenses for the trips this
month and in May will in part ·be
paid by the Alumni Association.
Funds from the Student Senate
also are hoped for.

Coffee House One ·
Year Old Next Week
12, the
On Sunday, February
Rhode Island College Coffee House
will begin a week of special enin celebration of its
tertainment
first anniversary on campus. The
program will feature many of the
same performers who open~d the
Coffee House last year. Sunday,
Bob Ryskowicz and Charlene Hall
will begin the _program, followed
by Carol Mulcahey and Terry
anniversary
Versey. T u es day,
night, Ken Lyon, Hope Schwartz,
Chuck Kesson and Charlene Hall
will be featured. The members of
the Board of Directors will enterOn
evening.
Wednesday
tain
Adele Assante sings,
Thursday,
and Kevin Fennessey plays Blue
Grass on Friday.
The Coffee House was opened
last year to p:rovide a place on
campus for RIC students to spend
evenings. It has since become a
center of folk music, blues, discussions, open hoots, a gathering
place for friends to meet over
coffee.

in Vietnam. Later, a smaller deleof
gation spoke with Secretary
and with
McNamara,
Defense
Senator Wm. J. Fullbright, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Several community action programs have been planned in addition to the national mobilization,
among them a proposed three-day
fast to commence .on Ash Wednesday. Clergymen have al~o been
asked to write to their draft
boards to request, reclassification
4D status
from their present
to one of
(which is automatic)
Conscientious Objector, to support
those men who are morally opposed to the Vietnam War. The
committee is also asking for letters to support Senators Pell and
Pastore in their stand against the
bombing and to ask that war appropriations be cut.

Rosati To Speak In
Chaplaincy Program
Profesor Angelo Rosati of the
Rhode College Art Department
will lecture on the subject of
"Christianity and the Visual Arts"
on Tuesday, February 14, at 1 :00
p.m. in Adam's Conference Room
One. In a seminar on communication ·of the the 9hristian Gospel
through painting and sculptures,
Professor Rosati will use slides
how Christianity
to demonstrate
has adopted local art as teaching
aids, and the effect of the Christian influence on the arts. Professor Rosati will include examples
from Roman classjcal art through
the Gothic and Baroque periods.
He will also discuss the changes
art durin Christian-influenced
ing the Renaissance as a result of
the growtb of humanism. In particular, Professor Rosati intends
to emphasize the fact that Christian art has been and is a living
adapting form of expression, and
that each phase of its development
must be considered in perspective
to the time and· circumstance of
its creation.
This seminar is sponsored by the
Rhode Island College Chaplaincy
Program.

Professor Angelo Rosati
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

EDITORIAL,S

rt·~qi _

Probation Serves No Purpose
For a considerable number of Rhode Island
College students, Wednesday, Thursday· and Friday of last week bore bad news indeed. On
Wednesday disaster struck for those students,
mostly sophomores, who found that their indexes
were below the required mimum and that their
stay at the college had therefore come to an
abrupt end. By Friday several fortunate individuals presumably had successfully appealed their
expulsion to the Academic Standing Committee,
but for the majority the appeal was in vain.
Aside, however, from those students who were
and there can be
dropped from the roles little doubt but that their expulsion was justified
- there was last week another segment of the
student body which found itself in the totally
unjustified category known as "6n probation."
For those unfamiliar with its essence, probationary status befalls those R. I. C. students who,
although they have achieved an index high
enough for the semester just completed, fall
short of the index required at the end of the
next semester. Probation prohibits a student from
participating in any of the extracurricular activites on campus, a condition which continues
until he regains full academic standing.
The Anchor feels that the academic probation, in addition to fostering a situation which
is inconsistent with the "total college experience"

I

__._

I\ I I I

which every student ideally is supposed to pursue,
i.s a device which would be more in place in a
grammar school than in a modern day institution
- of higher learning. Being placed on probation
only serves to tell the student what he already
knows, that he is in academic difficulties. If the
student is as mature and intelligent as we are
told he must be in order to gain admittance to
the college· in the first place, he will of his own
accord limit the social sphere of his college life.
In many instances his membership in various
campus organizations may l:ie totally unrelated
to his academic problems, and may in fact
actually have a positive bearing upon his scholastic performance. At any rate, forbidding a stuorganization
in campus
dent's participation
because his marks are low is all too remindful of
the fourth gr-ader who is kept in from recess
because he failed a spelling test.
Ideally, the primary concern of every Rhode
is to realize and
Island College undergraduate
expand upon the considerable intellectual talents
/ 1/
,
with which he entered as a freshman. Most stu-~~__._.=u~~~-~_,_..._..__..__.
~/
G-~
wide
a
for
many
and
dents accomplish this end,
11
HALFnl' COLlRSES
TAKE
TO
Ti0E
HAD
I
WISI-I
JUST
1
'student
variety of reasons do not. But placing a
1
Al<OLlNDr!E!<E J.'0 LIKE TO TAKE,1
on academic probation serves not at all to·
-------------------------final
the
In
chaff.
the
seperate the wheat from
analysis it is little more than a sophistocated form
of corporal punishment.
does not agree with the desirabiDear Editor:
Dr. Correia's point (in the Jan- lity of affording citizens these
uary 11 issue) that the observation rights. "To carry this point to the
of computer "war games" by the lu_dicrous," one might almost infer
a moral that Dr. Correia feels that the
then no American should be so foolhardy as to Math Club does not imply
war is well Bill of Rights should be remodeled!
risk his freedom in order to see the sights of judgment in favor of
taken. However, by descending to We feel that someone with such
Moscow or any other communist capital.
should
attitude
If we are to be realistic, we must admit that a personal and academic attack on an unpatriotic
the either learn to abide by the deno sU<;:hiron-clad guarantees of security from Mr. Coleman and (to say
Fathers,
detention can be secured by our government as least) a rather peculiar interpreta- cisions of our Founding
"our "or go live elsewhere in this wide
which
upon
tenets
the
of
tion
inoccurrences
past
numerous
from
indicated
great democracy" was founded, he world."
volving Americans.
Sincerely,
Those Americans who truly value their free- completely destroys any merits
Paul Brown, '70
have.
dom would do well to stay off airliners bound that his argument may
Lois Hood, '67
Dr. Correia makes the statement
for points behind the Iron Curtain, for the
Wilton Kingsley, '69
promi,ses made by our communist neighbors -are that wars are declared by Conis
what
then
so,
is
this
(If
gress.
not worth the time it takes to utter them.
going on in Vietnam? A "game" Dear Editor:
As editor of the Helcon I am
perhaps?) He goes on to state that
Congress is a body of duly-elected writing to inform you of the prerepresentatives of the American sent state of your literary magapeople, and that if one disagrees zine. A fine issue lay quietly lodged
end of the cafeteria, vending machines which with this majority he can either in the galleys of the printer ...
deliver food as often as Las Vegas' one-armed learn to accept their decision or quietly lodged . . . a fine issue.
bandits pay off. As the lucky few who hit the move elsewhere. Surely such a Sounds something like academic
jackpot on the soda machine sit and sip their patriot as Dr. Correia is aware of freedom, but need not -be pantohalf-glass of ice flavored with a drop of soda, the the provisions made for dissent in mined ...
population of the Cafeteria decreased rapidly.
The Helicon was originally
the Constitution of "our great
Why must the Snack Bar close at this time? democracy."
scheduled to be released shortly
They did not find it necessary to close last
Our Founding Fathers, in a after the January recess. Publicasemester during the early afternoon. The 2:30- document known as the Bill of tion was delayed because one of
3:00 time period is an· important one in the Rights, gave the citizens of this the poems to be included in the
typical day of the school. It is the period when country freedom of speech and magazine was censored by the
those who leave at three, and many do, meet in freedom of the press, as wen as advisor. The editorial board inthe Cafeteria. They want to have something to freedom to assemble peacefully to tends to appeal the issue, and it is
eat before they leave. There is no reason why petition the government for redress 'hoped that the poem will be intheir wish should not be fulfilled.
of grievances. T'hus, disagreement cluded in the spring publication.
The policy for the spring issue
with the majority, rather than
being unpatriotic, is one of the will be to include manuscripts
basic rights guaranteed American which were originally accepted for
Page 4
citizens. Dr. Correia apparently LETTERS

~;

to the

Letters

Ed_itor

Iron Curtain Travel A Dangerous Risk
Last week, a United States citizen of Czech
origin was sentenced to eight y~ars in prison for
"spying." This episode, involving a man who ran
a travel agency in Prague, prompts us to ask
the question: why is the U. S. forging ahead
with plans for direct travel between Moscow
and New York? The Soviet airliner on which
was a
Czech-American
this aforementioned
passenger made an unscheduled stop in Prague
,_.,,presumably to "dump" him into the lap of the
secret police on trumped-up charges of spying.
If this is the extent to which American citizens
are secure in travel through communist countries,.

Let The Snack Bar Stay Open At 2:30
During exam period, when fewer students
were on campus and when those who were here
engrossed in last minute cramming, the Snack
Bar in the Cafeteria began a practice of closing
its portals between 2:30 and 3:00 in the afternoon.
They claimed they had to clean the premises
and that this period seemed to be a good time to
do it. Most of those on campus at that time were
in exams.
Then, after the last exam was finished and
the last student registered, a new semester dawned
on Thursday. Lo and behold, the barricades at
the Snack Bar reappeared at 2:30 on that afternoon. Thirsty, famished students were left at
the mercy of the. vending machines at the far

FIRST OF FOUR PARTS:

196 7 Current A// airs Test
Reprinted by pennlssion of Time
1967
Copyright
Service,
News
Time Inc.

1. One of the most outspoken
critics of the Administration's
Vietnam policy proved to be a
chairman of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee:
A. Robert Weaver
B. Wayne Morse
C. William Fulbright
D. Orval Faubus
2. After a six-year boom, the
and
U.S. economy overheated
slowed down, as signalled by all
but one of these indicators:
A. A slump in auto production
and sales.
B. A 20-year low in home building.
C. More voting-age Ameri,cans
under 25.

D. Heightened pressure for an ' pollution bill.
5. The Administration set a reincrease in income taxes.
3. Civil rights entered a new cord of sorts by establishing two
phase with the emergence of black Cabinet-level departments in one
power, a concept debated and 2
publicly defined by:
A. James Farmer
B. Stokely Carmichael
C. Martin Luther King
B. Transportation
C. Television
D. All of the above
Advertising
D.
89th
the
flury,
final
4. In a
6. In a series of landmark rulCongress concluded an unparalleled
legislative record, enacting all but ings, the U.S. Supreme Court
handed down decision on all but
one of the following:
A, A near record $58 billion de- one of the following:
A. Rights of arrested suspects.
fense appropriation.
B. Civil rights demonstrations.
B. A new civil rights bill with
C. Obscene literature.
the controversial open-housing
D. Treatment of prisoners of
dause.
war.
C. A $4 billion federal collegeANSWERS
aid measure.
D. A $3.7 billion anti-water 1. C, 2. ·c, 3. D, 4. B, 5. B, 6. D

The ANCHOR
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"AD independent s+udent voice." Published by the students of Rhode Island College
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Meet The Faculty:

T.S. Tegu: The Versatile Ma,n

MEETINGS PERTAINING TO SELECTION OF CURRICULUM
A series of meetings will be held to afford Freshmen the op-

portunity to learn about the various curriculum offerings in the
College. You are asked to make note of the following schedule
and reserve these dates:
February 7 - 1 :00 p.m. - all freshmen Roberts Auditorium
Liberal Arts - by Dr. Ridgway Shinn
Teacher Education - by Dr. Virginia Piucci
February 15 - 3:00 p.m. - for those interested in
teacher education curriculums
February 16 - 1:00 p.m. - Discussion of Majors
February 21 - 1 :00 p.m. - Discussion of :Minors
February 23 - 1:00 p.m. Meeting with Student
Counselors
February 28 - 1:00 p.m. - All freshmen meet in Roberts Auditorium - complete official forms in
application for acceptance into a particular curriculum
A complete schedule with room locations and Faculty speakers will be posted before February 15.
Dorothy R. Mierzwa
Dean of Students
ATTENTION:

"No matter what field a student goes into, he should put his
whole heart and soul into it. He
may go wholeheartedly into one
field qr he may pick at many different things, but the important
thing is that he li\l'es the life he
chooses. '.My advice to the students is that they live!" Such was
the statement Mr. T'egu submitted
while being interviewed for the
ANCHOR.
Mr. Tegu chose for his life the
study of languages, as most of us
know. He insists that he became
a teacher merely by accident by living his languages. For him,
languages are not a classroom
task, but rather a lifetime reality.

All Seniors and Juniors NOT Student Teaching

The first spring term convocation will be held at 1:00 p.m.
on February 9, 1967, in Roberts Hall Auditorium for all juniors
and senior classes is mandatory. Please let me know (Room 101,
Student Center) if you have not received a ticket of admission at
registration. If 'by some quirk of fate you misplace your admission card prior to the convocation, please submit your name and
IBM number on a piece of paper in lieu of the admission card.
Pennell S. Eustis
Ass't Dean of Students
I. D. OARDS

Supplementary embossed identification cards are now available for use in borrowing books from the library. This plain
white ,card with the embossing of the student's name and I.D.
number has been distributed with registration forms. If any student did not receive one of these supplementary cards, they
should apply for one at the circulation desk in the library. This
card must be used when borrowing books from the libra,ry during the second semester and the summer session.
Selby U. Gration
Director, Library
PLACEMENT. INTERVIEWS

Seniors interested in being interviewed on campus by superintendents and other employers should consult the schedule on
the Placement Board. The interviews begin on February 1st and
will continue through March. Organizations from Young Women's Christian Association and the Boy Scouts of America to
the public schools of Hawaii are represented. The emphasis is on
Rhode Island school systems.
Appointments can be made in Roberts Ha,ll 112.
Dorothy Zimmering,
Placement Counselor

Dr. Lindquist Lecture Relates
Christianity and Anthropology
by Jayne Rooney

On Tuesday, January 10, 1967,
Dr. Lawrence Lindquist, Associate
at
of Anthropology
Professor
Rhode Island College, was guest
lecturer at a seminar concerned
with the origin and nature of man,
sponsored by the RIC Chaplaincy
Program. The subject of Dr. Lindquist's lecture was "Christianity
and Anthropology."
Dr. Lindquist began his lecture
by defining anthropology as the
study of man in all times and all
places. He then explained the
three major divisions of the study,
physical anthropology, cultural anthropology (which includes social
archeology.
and
anthropology),
Physical anthropology includes the
study and comparison of bodily appearance, anatomy, blood types,
and other purely material aspects
of the human organism. Archeology concentrates on the evidence
of man's existence left during
classical times and on pre-history.
Cultural anthropology is the study
of the work of man. The field of
social anthropology, included in
this latter, deals with the institutions of societies, such as kinship and religion.

Dr. Lindquist then began talking about the relationship of religion and anthropology. He stated
that anthropology had its beginnings largely. as the result of the
work of men who were primarily
interested in the beginnings and
origin of religion. But men such
as Tylor and Frazer were active
during a time when Darwin's
theories of biological evolution
were a "fad" in the universities.
Therefore, these early anthropologists attempted to extend the
evolutionary concept to mental developments and i11stitutions, seeking the earliest forms of religion.
This search for the origins of religion was stimulated by the process of colonization since these
were then
early anthropologists
able to investigate strange customs elsewhere. Using relics from
the Nile, India, and the East, linguists worked on early records and
scripture, proceeding on the assumptions of· social anthropologists.
Continuing, Dr. Lindquist stated
that the nature of man's relationship to religion and to God has
been pondered from the earliest
CHRISTIANITY
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and Linguistic School of Foreign
Serivec of Georgetown University;
the U.S. Army Russian Language
School; and Middlebury College in
Spain. He plans· to return on a
sabbatical to the latter college in
a couple of years to pick up his
doctorate.
But studying languages and living them are different. How can
one live languages? Mr. Togu insists that it includes using them
outside of one's "occupation." Mr.
Tegu has been 'honored -several times during his lifetime for
using languages outside ·of teaching. He was knighted by the
Portuguese government for acting
during extended
as interpreter
conference sessions. While working as a pilot on the Berlin Air
Lift in 1949, he, along with a
group of men, interrogated over a
quarter of a million German pril soners of war returning from captivity in the U.S.S.R. for U.S. Intelligence. He also interviewed
Russian deserters and defectors
during the war. And while in the
Air Force, he became part of a
expert ski and
Russian-speaking
whose
team
mountain-climbing
duty it was to get to a plane that
might crash in any U.S. 'mountain range as quickly as possible,
interrogate the survivors, and get
any information to Washington in
the shortest period of time possible.
Besides these extraordinary experiences, Mr. Tegu said that he
has come into contact with foreign languages in "normal," everyday life. One memorable experiences was when he was accosted
by a dock worker who requested to
Mr. Boberg, new to the faculty be taught how to greet people in
this academic year, is an excellent different languages, so that when
musician. Every musician's person- ships came in 'he ,could extend a
ality influences his style and many welcome to the crew in their own
musicians tend to perform ·one languages. When Mr. Tegu saw
period of music •better than oth- what this man was a:bout, he said
ers. Mr. Kent seems to be well at- he thought to himself, "Here is a
tuned to the Baroque and the Mo- Peace Corps volunteer on a Providern. !Mr. Boberg, in the little that dock. If we can go to other counwe have 'heard him play, seems to tries to extend friendship, why
handle the romantic composer's can't we be friendly to people
works with a special expertise that who come here?"
Although Mr. Tegu's feet are
we have not heard from other
other local pianists.
usually on the ground, he has on
having taken
The third and final work on occasion left it. After
the Tuesday program was the a few hours of flying instruction,
airplane,
Hindemith Drei Steucke. It is one he bought himself an
his own,
of the many "pra,ctical" works that practiced maneuvers on
Hindemith wrote. It is complex .took a flight exam and later on
enough to be interesting and yet took a job as a commercial pilot.
simple enough for amateur musi- Afterwards he taught flight inat the University of
cians to perform. Also it is scor- struction
ed for an unusual combination of Puerto Rico.
Mr. Tegu also enjoys traveling.
instruments. Robert Currier playSeveral years ago he ventured on
ed violin; George Kent, pi~o;
William Myers, string bass; John a camping trip with his wife and
Pelliegrino, trumpet; and Dr. Sch- children. They traveled over seven
thousand miles, through nine counwadron, clarinet. •
tries in a Sears and Roebuck tent.
work
This selection is a "fun"
"A family traveling together and
first living together under a small roof
with a slightly "insane"
movement. The two are bridged really brings its members together
with a slow movement, marked - it is a wonderful family experiLangsame.
ence."
His interests also include the
Although all of the works on
the program were written in the fields of dramatics, sculpture, phoTwentieth Century none of them tography and design. Although he
It is_ not active himself in dramati.cs
modern.
sounded distinctly
would appear that the music de- (other tl']an in his classroom), he
plays and
partment is fearful of frightening follows the current
away the large audiences that the movies. In the line of sculpture,
recital series has been drawing he is known for his "snowmen."
this year if it were to program He built a snowman in front of the
the modern music many ;cdnserva- student center last winter with his
tive listeners consider shocking. children and Mr. Stern in an atOr perhaps the department just tempt to introduce snow sculpprefers not to play the strictly ture on the campus, but he admitmodern works. In any case they ted that the weather for the past
Page 6
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do what they do very wiell.

Mr. Tegu was ·brought up speaking Rumanian, and learned to
speak fluent English, Greek, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian,
Italian and German. (English was
the fourth language he learned
and after he had done that, he
said, he figured that he could handle anything!) However, he is not
satisfied with his accomplishments,
as he believes his studies to be incomplete without a knowledge of
the Arabic language.
Mr. T. Steven Tegu (T'egu Steven Tegu), assistant professor at
Rhode Island College, was born in
Macedonia, Greece. He· attended
the University of Madrid; the University of Virginia; the Language

Janua,:y Recitals Featured
Entire Music Department
We usually find it a pleasant
the
when
experience
musical
members of the Rhode Island College Music Department join together to present a chamber concert.
January 17 and 18 saw all of
them involved in either one or
both of the two recitals given on
those days.
The first recital was held in
the afternoon of the seventeenth
and all department members were
involved with the exception of
Miss Rita Bicho. She played the
following evening for the recital
given on behalf of the faculty
wives.
We heard the Tuesday program
which was devoted to Twentieth
Century composers. The program
included:
Suite ...... by Ernest Krenek (1955)
Rumaenische Volkstaenze ..............
by Bela Bartok
Drei Steucke ........ by Paul Hinde' mith (1925)
The first work and the newest,
was performed by George Kent,
piano and Dr. Abraham Schwadron, clarinet.
Krenek is known. for his unorthodox composition. This work
was somewhat of an exception to
the Krenek norm. It is not a bizarre work at all, but rather a
tame work that is very short in
length (about eight minutes playing time) despite the fact that it
is written in four movements.
The second work on the program, the Bartok, was performed
by Robert Boberg, piano. The
work consists of six Rumanian
folk songs. We 'believe that it was
written in the thirties. Although
its date of publication makes this
a modern work the folk quality
of it gives it a post-Romantic aura
about it.
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Turnout Is Small At
Freshman Elections
The Freshman Class at Rhode'
Island College held elections of officers for the. 1967-1968 school
year on January 13, 1967. Only 315
members of the class of 711 Freshmen voted in th; elections, with
I
the following results,
James Macomber was elected
President by a vote of 165 to 142,
defeating Raymond Mitchell. Juseph Sclama was elected to the office of Vice-President with 189
votes, while his opponent, Alan
Leach, receive 117 votes. Mary
Hughes, with 118 votes, defeated
Louise Fillion and Katherine Oxx
to become Secretary. Peter Tartaglia became Treasurer with 163
votes, as opposed to the 138 votes
of his opponent, Thomas Carney. I
Betty Fecteau was elected Social
Committee Chairman by a margin
of only six votes over her opponent,
Maureen Thomas. Helen McGinn
we.re
and Anthony DelSignore
elected to the Student Senate, with
184 and 169 votes respectively, in
·a contest including Thomas Athearn and Mary Landers.
The results of ,the elections were
totaled by meal)s of the Rhode Is'
. land College computer.

Freshman

Votes On IBM Votomatic

Philippines· And Burma
Topics of Huke' Lectures
On January 16, the RIC Geography Department presented Dr. RoColI bert E. Huke of Dartmouth
lege in a series of lectures on Asian
geography. Dr. Huke, who did graduate work at both Syracuse and
Dartmouth, lectured on "Shifting
Cultivation in North Burma," "The
Phillippines - A Geographic Appraisal", and "Human Resources of
Asia".
Dr. Houk was a Fulbright Professor of Geography at the University of the Philippines and organized the Institute of Asian Studies
while he was there. He has written an economic geography textbook of the Philippines that is
used in seven major Philippine
universities.
Dr, Houk was an official delegate to the 9th session of the Pacific Science Congress in Bangkok
in 1957 and to the 10th Congress
in Honolulu in 1961.
· Dr, Houk, in his lectures

Burma, provided insight into the
racial and cultural diversity of this
former British Colony. This diversity is the result of many different
rnigra,tions from China. As a result
of this diversity, Burma is troubled by continuous rebellions of
which there are five separate ones
in progress at the moment. Dr.
Houk said that there have been
times when the central government has controlled little more
than the capital, Rangoon. He noted that, when he was in Rangoon,
the battle front between the government and the rebels was in his
neighborhood,

All _College Girl Selection
Highlight of W_inter Weekend

Initiations At Hand
For Kappa Delta Pi
On January 9, 1967, Epsilon Rho
Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, an
honor society in education held initiation for new members. To be
eligible for membership, a student
must be in the upper fifth of the
student body, be approved by the
faculty, and have completed twelve
credit hours of education courses.
Article I, Section 2, of the Constitution and Bylaws of the organization state: "The purpose of
Kappa Delta Pi shall be to encourage high professional, intellectual, and personal standards and
to recognize outstanding contributions to education. To this end it
shall invite to membership such
persons as exhibit commendable
personal qualities, worthy educational ideals, and sound scholarship. It shall endeavor to maintain
a high degree of professional fellowship among its members and to
quicken professional gro}Vth by
honoring achievement in educational work."
The initiates were pledged to
subscribe to four ideals: Fidelity
to Humanity, to Science, to Service, and to Toil.
Members of the senior and junior
classes who were initiated are the
following:
Norma Aldrich, Mary Alexion,
Deana Allard, Susan August, Judith Bruno, Ann Marie Burns, Margaret Campbell, Maria Conti, Joyce

Rhode Island College will hold
its annual Winter Weekend for
students and alumni February 1618, -with the selection of RIC's "AllCollege Girl" as one of the highlights.
Three seniors are candidates for
the title, awarded annually by popular vote to the girl personifying
outstanding service to· the college.

She will be crowned Friday night,
Feb. 17, during the All-College
Ball at the Venus de MUo Restaurant, Swansea.
open
will
Weekend
Winter
Thursday, ·February 16, with a
jazz concert at 8:15 p.m. by ,the
Ramsey Lewis Trio in the college's
social
Campus
Center.
Walsh
groups will sponsor parties at the
college and off-campus on Saturday.
Candidates for All-College Girl
1
are Sandra Marzilli of 69 FrankSusan Rollins
fort St., Cranston;
I of 66 Baldwin Rd., Warwick, and
Jane R. Healey of 22 Woodland
Dr,, West Warwick.
1

Davis, James Dawson, John DiMeo,
Marie Fusco, Roger Gagnon, Patricia Gorman, Janice Griffen, Valmore Guernon, Barbara Kelley,
Kells, Cheryl Krupka,
Patricia
Normand Langevin, Camille Liguori and Elizabeth MacLaughlin.
Judith Mancini, Marcia Matthews, Mary Ruth McCrudder,
Joan McLaughlin, Ann Marie Mulcahey, Rosalie Nocera, Charlotte
Oborne, Pamela Parent, Charlotte
Pelloquin, Sharon Petrar.ca, Ric(Continued from Page 2)
hard Pittochi, June Richard, Linda
Jan. issue along with those
the
Saisi, Gail Smith, Janice Talbot submitted
The
semester.
this
and Karen Tatro.
Helicon staff -is disappointed in
not printing two magazines this
year; however, if students continue
might submit:
to show the interest manifested received. Students
personal exof
reflections
1.
Septemlast
since
Helicon
in the
periences
ber, we feel we will be able to
particular
of
produce a magazine comparable to
2. Impressions
two g◊od issues.
periods of literature, author's
express
students
· Occasionally
ALL REPAIRWORK
styles, historical characters or
rein · the lack of
contemporary
disappointment
incidents,
viewers
variety in the Helicon. The probIn Morning
Leave Ca,:__
3, parodies
lem is a result of the nature of
this
To alleviate
submissions.
4. reviews or comparative reWE WILL DELIVERTO SCHOOL
situation we would like to emviews of plays, hooks, or
movies
phasize our interest in receiving
5. any novel idea
both fictional and non-fictional
works and to offer a few suggesStudents are reminded that the
358-9875
1524 SMITH STREET
tions which may help to increase Helicon is not geared to English
manuscripts students only and that submissiops
in
variety
the

66 SERVICE
NATALE'S

Letters

Dr. Robert E. Huke

New Semester Sees
Four New Teachers
The appointments of four faculty members for the spring semester at Rhode Island College have
been .announced by Dr. Charles B.
Willard, acting president.
Nobuo Shimahara, a graduate of
Shimane University in Japan and a
former teacher at the Oba Elementary School at Matsue, Japan, was
appointed assistant professor of
philosopll:y and foundations of education.
Mrs. Anne J, Samaan was appojnted assistant professor psychology, She is a graduate of Northwestern University, with a Masdegree from New York
ter's
. University.
Mrs. Claudine Lerch, a graduate
of Syracuse University, was appointed an instructor of French.
1966 Mrs.
From 1964 through
Lerch was a graduate assistant at
the university.
Russell Sawyer, a graduate of
Rhode Island College and a teacher at Cumberland High School,
was appointed part-time instructor
in industrial arts.
need not be literary masterpieces.
We do expect, 'however, that they
show a considerable amount of
thought and originality and that
in a literary
they he written
Nancy Barry
Editor

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIII

NOTICE
InterThose Individuals
the
In contacting
ested
Anchor editor-in-chief during
the current semester should
co-editor
acting
contact
James E. Haworth. James
P. Hosey is student teaching
this semester, and therefore
is not on campus.
IIIIU/1111111111111
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Here's your application
·for the 13th Annual
National College Queen Contest
an officic;il
I would like to submit the following nome for The Nationol College.Queencompetition. Kindly moil full detoili ond
entry blank.

__,GE_

MY NAME_______________

(or, my condidot,'s name)

_

__________________
I ATTEND
(nomeof college or vniver$ity)

(or, my condidot• attends)

I

1AM I l FRESHMAN I l SOPHOMORE I I JUNIOR I l SENIOR
_

_______
S
MY-MAILINGADDRES________
(or, my condidote's oddre&S)

{no. ond street)

ls.tote)

(city)

..,..___

I obtained this opplicatlon when it was published in, _____________________

_

(writ• in nom• of colleg't n•w•poptr in whlohthl1cpplicction cpptcr♦dl

If you ore nominating someone other than yourself,-please sign your
nome in the space opposite. The entry blank.will be mailed to her.____

.,...________________

_

MAIL THIS APPLICATION TODAY TO: NATIONAL COLLEGE QUEEN CONTEST COMMITTEE
P.O. Box 935, New York City, N.Y. 10023

Deadline, This newspaper application must be received in New York City within 10 days from the date of this issue.

You can win more than $5,000 in prizesand earn recognitionfor your school.
lt'i nomination time again! Colleges in all 50 states .did ates are iudged or:i their all-around abilities ... ·ore nominating_their candidates in the 13th Annual they're questioned on current events, fashion, home
National College Queen Contest. And the time is economics, career goals and the like.
r\Qht now-the nominations close soon.

50 stote winners

Send in your nome-nominate·a friend

from London· to Paris to Rome. She'll win a wardrobe of the newest styles, worth $500-ond her
own car, o brand new sports convertible. She'll
discover America-travelling from New York City to
Disneyland, including featured appearances at the
Rose Bowl Game and the traditional Tournament of
RosesParade.

· Every state elects its own College Queen in April.
Lots of girls send their own names, so don't be shyl As a state winner, you'll come to New York City_( all
Freshmen, Sopnomores, Juniors, Seniors-all are expenses paidl for a 10 day visit and the National
EnterToday
eligible. And anyone can make a nomination ... Finals. You'll appear on a Nqtional Television Speto nominate. Take .a minute
fun
to enter,
campus groups, fraternities, sororities, friends ..Just cial, and attend a reception at the United Notions, It's easy
out fhe application yourself. And
fill
to
now
stars,
right
Broadway
with
visits
backstage
trips,
theatre
blank.
fill.out the application
how about your club, fraternity or sorority nomi
and the formal Coronation Ball.
noting someone? Remember, this is not a typical
Not a "Beauty" contest
"Beauty Contest." It's for_ the real girl, the. oJJ.
More than $5,000 in prizes
Thosewho entered last year will tell you that this is
girl-it's foryoul
around
·
Europe
tour
will
Queen
College
National
new
The
neither a "glamour" nor a "genius" contest. Can0

is sponsoredby·BestFoods:
.-The National College Queen _Contest
·-----

Soups, Mczolo Corn Oil, Mozolo Margarine, Nucog
Mcktwof, Bosco MilkAmplifier,Be,1 Foods/ Hellmann', Reel Moyonnclse, Best Foods/ Hellmonn'sDre,sings, Kero Corn Syrups, Knorr
6011food, 11c divisionof the.Corn Products Company.
McrQcrine,SkippyPoonut Butter,Nicgcro Spray Storch, NuScft Fabric Scltonor, RitTint•ond Dyes,Shinclo.ShooPoli1h01end Woxa,,

·------··
1
I
I

1would like to'~ubmilthe following namefor
The No1JonolCoflege Queen competition,

I

Kindlymoilfulldetail, and en officialentryblank.•

I

MYNN4--------J>O<-.

IATTfND'

·------·•·
l>M II ftESttMN

11 SOM::lMC)Rf

11

~

II SENIOI

-•
'5.
_-_-_---~
•MY-""""
( couporrfor boshfu_lgirls l ·
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How To Avoid The Draft
And Become An Officer

History Colloquium:

Labor Unio,ns: An American Institution

labor today. First, labor has not Father Quirk explained that the
This is a pmgram which offers
By FRANCIS FORD
'"The Americfill labor movement increas·ed its membership despite workers in 1890 were still working
a minimum amount of military
service for the individual. This is as American ·as apple pie." This the growth of jobs in the United a 60-hour week for 15 cents an
program consists of two six-week was one of the main themes of States. Second, unions are threat- hour and, even by 1914, they still
summer training sessions, the col- Father Charles Quirk's speech to ened by a revolt of local officials had a 49-hour week for 22 cents
lege year, and three weeks of ac- the fifth session of the History of the union and of the rank and an hour. There was room for imtive duty upon graduation. After Colloquium on Saturday, Feb. 4. file which has weakened the cen- provement.
Quirk feels that the
Father
graduation and upon: going through The Colloquium is a joint project tral leadership. Third, the power·
and Harry "American labor movement is, has
Hoffa
this program, the candidate will of the RIC History Department of Jimmy
be commissioned a Second Lieu- and the college .chapter of Phi Bridges is still a danger to the always been ,and preferably altenant in the Army. The time spent Alpha Theta and involves high rest of the movement. Fourth, the ways will be 100% American," beduring the college years and in school history students in month- feud between Reuther and Meany cause it is geared to an economic,
and discussions of is splitting the A.F.L.-C.I.O. Fifth, not an ideological approach to
training sessions will be counted ly lectures
unions are "posing labor's problems. The American
white-collar
as part of the six year military American history..
Father Quirk was introduced by the problem of strikes against the labor union is dedicated to the
obligation.
1
Those interested in this program Dr. Kenneth Lundberg, professor public." Sixth, the fear of strikes Ameri.can capitalist system; the
should contact Colonel Hague in of economics at RIC, as a man this year in vital industries may European labor parties, according
Room 402, North Main Street who has been involved with labor lead to a call for anti-labor legis- to Father Quirk, are Marxian in ..
origin, America's labor groups are
Armory, Porvidence ,either in per- unions as "author, student, teach- lation on the national level.
(Continued from Page 8)
Father Quirk then proceeded to concerned with "immediate goals,"
son .or by telephone. His telephone er ,and labor union advisor." He
points of time, and quoted from number is 421-0772.
was ordained a Dominican in 1939 outline the history of the labor not with long range utopias.
the Psalms and the philosopher
and is currently chairman of the movement. There were four "strucIn 1921, unions had 5 million
Xantiphonnes to illu st rate th is. He existance of a king who holds the Department of Economics at Prov- tural levels" in American labor. members. They lost half of this
also maintained that literate man power of life and death over his idence College. He served as oco- These different levels developed in membership
by 1933. Father
_ nomic advisor to a Rhode Island response to changes in American Quirk said that this was due to
...·~. _
_ . ..
usually recognizes. a_ basic ~niver- _ subject~.
postthe
in
'industry. At first,
These three societies are similar ·union for eleven years.
sal pattern of religrnn. This patthe anti-union stance .of much of
days, small local management, the fear of CommuFather Quirk began his talk Revolutionary
tern reoccurs i~ t_h~religious "puz- however, in that they are all Afri~
zle" from pr_umtive to modern can and that they share a cattles · by outlining the present crisis in unions of specifi.c skills developed nist takeover of the movement,
times, and it is this pattern. tha~ culture complex and a great re- the Ameri.can labor movement and in respons~ to industry's desire. to and advances in certain industries
an anthropologist seeks !l,mong th e spect for cattle. The Nuer, for ex- noting that this crisis cap not be increase production to meet new which replaced skilled workers
ample prefer quantity to quality understood wthou t understanding needs. The first such union was semi-skilled, unorganized workers.
pieces of the "puzzle."
The first piece of the "puzzle" in th~ir herds and must have a the history of · the movement. the union of shoemakers. These He feels that this last factor was
of man ~nd spiritual reaso~ for killing an ani- There are six major problems of unions _were organied locally and most important.
is . ~he rel~tio~hip
consisted of one and only one
spmts. This mcludes the. wide- mal. It is also their custom to
In the 1930's, government inskill each.
tervened in large-scale. In 1933,
spread belief in a power or bein_g adopt an OX as an alter-ego, an
As cities began to grow, the when the NIRA was passed, "Secwhich is the cause of all and is extension of oneself. The Kikuyu
level of union or- tion 7A gave for the first time,
"city-central"
above all else. Another element of revere their cattle to a lesser exganization came into existence. all workers in American industry
this relationship is that of the na-. tent but do name their cattle and
ture sprites, which are defined as do r:iourn them when they die. AIThe Math Club held its first These unions were groupings of the right for collective bargainlocals within ing." In 1935, after the NIRA had
separate from the casual spirit though the B~ganda do pot keep monthly- meeting of the new y.ear several different
and may include lesser forms and their own herds, having farmed on January 10, at 1:00. The pur- one city "to give the laboring man been declared un.constitutional, the
ancestral spirits. A second piece of them out to a lesser tribe to save pose of this meeting was to elect more effective bargaining." They NLRA gave labor the right t'o
the "puzzle" is the special relation- them from a plague, they continue new officers who would serve for included several different skills in bargain collectively and the right
ship between man and forms of · fo place a great importance on the calendar year, 1967. Before one gr,ouping.
to strike. "It places management
sacred ritual, bloody and unbloody cattle they own only in name.
As the country expanded West- on one side of the table and labor
the ele.ction of officers, however,
In his conclusions, Dr. Lindquist it was proposed that the constitu- ward, the level of "regional na- on the other." Father Quirk em~ - sacrifices, rituals and ritual experts, drama, magic and ~itch~s. emphasized that all _three of thes~ tion be changed so that officers tionals" was reached. These uni- phasized that the right to barMan is also concerned with sm cultures illustrate the undergird- would be elected for academic ons "Were organized on a regional gain is very important. "If we lose
and salvation, even in primitive ing of religion on the total culture. years and not for calendar years. scale and included only one skill that, we are losing something very
has some For example, all three have some This motion was carried.
essential to our democracy."
in each union.
societies, and usu~y
The 1930's also -saw a split in
Finally, as the railroads tied the
standard of perfection and con- idea of a God. For the Nuer, this
The members decided that new
Dubinsky,
movement.
cept of failure and atonement. God is Kwoth, who is al and every- officers would be elected this year, country together, the unions be- in the
came "national" unions. The na- Lewis, and Phillip Murray tried
Moreover, religion plays an im- where and to whom all things are according to the old constitutional
portant_ part in the relation be- owed.' The Kikuyu Engai is close provision, but that they would tionals, according to Father Quirk, to organize the semi-skilled worktween a man and forms of sacre_d to the Hebrew Yahweh, the law- serve only one semester and new included "many locals from many ers and formed the Committee of
ritual, bloody and unbloody sacn- giver, dweller on mountain-tops,
elections would be held in the cities in a total organization of Industrial Organizations in 1935.
The old unions did not want these
fices, rituals and ritual experts, the all-knowing creator. Katonda, spring. Accordingly, five riew of- .one skill."
The first nationwide union was workers and the C.I.O. was exdrama, magic and witches. Man is among the Baganda, is also great. ficers were ele.cted. They are:
also concerned with sin and salva- and high, but is in some respects Barry Pickar as President, Judy the Knights of Labor, organized pelled from, the A.F.L. Father
tion, even in primitive societies, dif~erent from the other two diet- Bruno as Vice President; Elaine in Baltimore in 1969. This union Quirk said that these old unions
and usually has some standard of ies.
Sobodacha as Secretary, Romeo accepted almost everybody, exclud- distrusted the unskilled, immigrant
perfection and concept of failure
and Bob ing only lawyers, doctors, and workers
"They came
because
Romano as Treasurer,
and atonement. Moreove·r, religion
saloon keepers. Many reformers from police states, where they
Wojcik as 0. B. Representative.
of the annual also entered the Knights and tried were overwhelmed
with fear.''
Announcement
plays an important part in the relation between a man and society
Math Club Test was also made to use it for social reform. The Father Quirk feels that the C.I.O.
(Continued from Page 8)
an eigbt-hour was a return to the tradition of
wanted
in promoting social concern, unity,
at the meeting. This test, open to Knights
and a sense of continuity based on two winters has been terribly un- all students of RIC, is a test day, equal pay for women, and the Knights of Labor in that they
cooperative. He has, in the past, of general mathematical
knowl- public ownership of utilities. They were willing to accept all workers.
religious belief.
In his discussion, Dr. Lindquist sculptured Ghengis Khan and Abe edge. Anyone can win and the failed to get these things and
In the 1940's, the "Commies,"
dealt with the subject of man and Lincoln. He has distinguished him- winner receives an award on Father Quirk feels that they failed as Father Quirk puts it, tried to
be.cause the time was not right take over the labor unions. Three
spirit in general. He cited exam- self in photography and design Awards Day.
for these reforms. "There is a or four unions were expelled from
ples from three cattle-culture Af- with several prize-winning photos.
rican societies and the conclusions For example, he won first prize tion. Although this ·episode was a prudential time to do things, and the C.I,O. because of the infiltrawhich could be drawn from a com- (out of 400 entries) in a book disappointment to him, the library this wasn't the time."
tion. Father Quirk had more to
parative study of religion in these jacket design. competition in Chi- display at least expressed what
The Knights also "failed to rec- say about this during the question
student
our
believes
Tegu
Mr.
primitive societies. The ,first soci- c.ago.
ognize skilled workers as a group period.
Flag painting is yet another of body ought to realize. "Interna- of workers apart, with a certain
ety, the Nuer (investigated priToday, the A.F.L. and the C.I.O.
marily by English anthropologist his hobbies. Several years ago tional spirit should be greater at sense of aristocracy as compared are back together but the largest
is
Ebens Pritchard) is located in the about sixty Cuban refugee fami- R.I.C. than at any other college with unskilled workers .." This was single union, the Teamsters,
southern Sudan near the source of lies contacted Mr. Tegu concerning in the country," he said, "as Prov- one of the principal reasons for not a member of this group. Also,
the White Nile. This society is dis- a celebration they were planning idence is the· most multi-lingual their decline. As Father Quirk the A.F.L.-C.I.O. is split over the
said, "the A.F.L. was a reaction feud between Meany and Reuther,
tinguished by a lack of external to have. He volunteered to paint city other than New York."
Mr. Tegu is to be credited with of frustrated
skilled workers of a feud that has made headlines
authority, and is held together by some masonite flags to decorate a
the
of
30%
introduced'
having
the Knights of Labor."
kinship and criss-crossing ritual hall for the celebration. After he
during the past week. Thus, labor
that
The A.F.L. was founded in Co- i~ still troubled by splits in its
organizations instead. The Kikuyu, began this work, he decided that language curriculum in R.I.C.,
the second group cited, located it would be nice to have all the is, he introduced Portuguese and lumbus, Ohio, in 1886. This' Fed- ranks.
south of Mount Kenya also expibit U.N. flags - so he began a task Russian into the department. "Our eration began with 150,000 workAt the conclusion of Father
as a which took him three years to Mr. Tegu" is an ernest and de- ers in 25 trade unions. Its leader Quirk's speech, the audience was
authority
little external
means of social control. They have, complete. After he had finished, termined teacher, as anyone who was Samuel Gompers, a Jewish split into three discussion groups
however, a strong village and kin- he decided that the collection has had him in class can attest. immigrant from London ,who gave led by Dr. Lundberg, Mr. Markieship system\ affiliation of age-sets would please him more if he could And anyone who -hasn't nad him American labor its "orientation wicz of the RIC Social Sciences
unionism.' " Department, and Mr. Horan of the
'business
(initiation groups), and a system share it, so he displayed it in can ask his family about his de- toward
These
of ranks and elders. The Bagan- Adams Library. He had hoped to termination in his field - in any Father Quirk said that this "busi- RIC History Department.
da, the last group, live in the coun- use the flags afterwards to adorn of a half dozen languages. (If you ness unionism," or "bread-and-' groups met for about a half-hour
ask his 2½ year old son, be sure butter
stems fr.om and, then, were reunited for a
unionism,"
try of Uganda, on the north shore the language lab, but unfortunateof Lake Victoria. Their social or- ly, his plan fell through because your Spanish grammar is correct, Gompers main principle: "to rec- question and answer period with
o~ze that first things come first." Father. Quirk.
ganization is characterized by the of objections from the administra- or you may be embarrassed!)
The majority of the male students at Rhode Island College are
all faced with the necessity of
fulfilling their military obligation.
Although students may be deferred
while at RIC, this only postpones
the obligation. At present, even
teachers in all fields are being
drafted. However, there are programs available which will enable
a man to enter the Armed Forces
as an officer rather than as a
draftee. Sophomores at RIC are
eligible for one such program, the
non-ROTC College OCS Program.

Christianity

Elected
Pickar
Barry
of MathClub
President

T.

s. Tegu
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McGinn Resigns, Baird Is
Named Athletic Director
The appointment of William M.
Baird, basketball coach at Rhode
Island College, as RIC's director
of athletics was announced recently
by Dr. Charles B. Williar, acting
president.
Now in 'his second year as assistandt professor of physical education and coach of basketball at
RIC, the 37--year-old Baird is a
former basketball star at the University of Rhode Island, ranking
as the third highest scorer in
URI history upon graduation in
1953.
He replaces Joseph P. McGinn,
in December as
who resign~
director of athletics and coordinator of conferences to enter private
industry.
Baird says he would like to see
the college match its improvements
in basketball and baseball competition in recent years wit'h gains hy
golf,
track,
its cross-country,
tennis and soccer squads.
The new Director of Athletics
also says he hqpes to see the college join both the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC) and
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) in the near
future. Almost all other members
of the New England State College
(NESCAC)
Athletic Conference
have just been elected to memin t'he two ma j or
bership
associations.
basketball
A top schoolboy
player in his native Union City
.-N~J., Baird went on to star as
the leading scorer in the URI
freshman team in the 1949-50
season.
For three subsequent seasons from 1950 to 1953 - Baird ranked
as one of the top five scorers in
the Yankee Conference, and twice
was named to the all-conference
first team. He was captain of the
Rams in his senior year.
On graduation Baird's four-year
total of 1535 point put him in
third place in all-time URI scoring
honors.
While serving in the U. S. Army
from 1953 to 1955 Baird coached
the Fort Dix post basketball team,
winning the First Division Army
championship. From 1956 to 1963
Baird was assistant varsity basket-

Fast emerging as the team's
very valuable sixth man, Paul
Coughter came off the bench
shortly before halftime and provided the spark necessary to lift
a rather lethargic Rhode Island
team to an
College basketball
88-80 win over Willimantic State.
The victory stretched R. I. C.'s
skein of consecutive victories to
five, but did not come with the
ease that an earlier 94-80 decision
over the Connecticut squad might
have indicated.
';['he game, played at WillimantLc
on February 1, was the first for
the Anchormen after the two week
layoff for exams. The long inactiitself in poor
vity manifested
shooting and sloppy ball-handling
during the first half, both of these
factors contributing to a surprising 41-25 lead which Willimantic
held only four minutes before
intermission.
It was at this point that Cough;

College
Island
Rhode
The
Wrestling Team was defeated by
a score of 21-14 by th,e Purple
Nights of Bridgeport University
on Jan. 10 at t'he Walsh Gymnasium. The Nights, sporting a
5-1 record, were plagued with injuries, but this fact did-not impair
their performance, particularly in
the upper weight-classes as they
recorded falls in the 167-lb., 1,77-lb.
and unlimited classes. The Anchormen, perennially weak in this area,
were ahead of Bridgeport in the
lower and middle weight classes,
; but then the weakness in the
heavier divisions became glaringly
apparent.
I
Rhode Island took the lead in
1
1
the 123-lb. class when Manny Vincame from behind with
1 hateiro
· points for riding time and beat
his opponent, Harold Garwin, by
a score of 5-4. In the 130-lb tilt
Chris DeCessa, who has been oh
the team only since the Christmas
recess, could not maintain the
Jim
pace set by Bridgeport's
Robinson and succumbed, 7-0.
. Eddie Gomes, All-New England
from Cranston East, made short
work of his adversary, Bob Cuddee,
and pinned him with seven seconds

left in the first period. In the
145-lb. class Co-Capt. Mike Nerney fought Al Schsenbach tooth.
and nail, as the match went score-·
less until the final 3 minute
period. Schsenbach executed a 2point reversal and with 2 more
for riding time, won the event 4-0.
LeFargia
Lucio
Bridgeport's
made a valiant attempt, but was.
no match for Co-Capt. Bob Atkinson, who smeared LeFargia,
13-2 after the 8 minute bout. Perhaps the most interesting match
was in the 160-th lb. class, featuring R. I. C.'s Tom DiPippo against
Bill Healy of the ·Purple Nights.
T'hey were evenly matched- and
with the score 4-3 against him
DiPippo forged ahead and retained
the lead, eventually winning the
contest 13-9.
Freshman Robbie Haigh in the
167-lb. category, with no previous
wrestling experience prior to this
year, submitted his usual fine per- .
formance, but was pinned at 2:38
in the match by his more experienced opponent, All-New England
Jim Healy. Anchorman Jon Badway, who wrestled at La Salle
Academy, faced a formidable op-

123-lb. Vinhateiro -def. Grawin 5-4
Robinson def. DeCassa 7-0
130-lb.
basketR.I.C.
Baird's
Last season
ball .coach and head freshman
Gomes pinned Cudde at
137-lb.
record,
11-11
an
coach, winning 71 and losing 31 ball team achieved
145-lb. S,chsenback def. Nerney
although three of its five starters
freshman games.
an 152-lb. Atkinson def. LeFargia
Baird also has a master's degree were freshmen. Going into
ic 160-lb. DiPippo def. Healy 13-9
Willimant
with
game
away
from
tion
administra
in education
the An- 167-lb. Fleming -pinned Haigh at
URL Between 1960 and 1962 he State Wednesday night,
177-lb. Bennett pinned Badway at
overall.
7-5
were
chormen
as
soccer
initiate
found time to
Unlim. Buckman pinned Marks at
effective
is
nt
appointme
Baird's
,
university
the
at
a varsity sport
Tot-als
continue
compiling a 5-6 record for the immediately, and he will
coach.
l
baske{bal
as
____
n.
________
competitio
of
________
first year
team's________
_:_________________________
____

Anchormen

R.I.C.
3

WILLIMANTIC
FG FT PTS
12 0 24
Bishop
7 I 15
Road
9 6 24
Chandler
2 0 4
Hardell
9
I
4
Coutu
O 2
McDougall I
I O 2
Maxfield

Totail

36

8

80

1:53

13-2
2:38
2:43
4:01

5
0

0
3
0
0
0

14

BRIDGEPORT
0

0
3
3
0

5
5
5

21

_

Bomb Husson, 107-90

Anchormen built up a 16-5 lead
eight minutes after the opening
whistle and coasted home thereafter. The lead eventually grew to
twenty points, 34-14, before Husson initiated a mild comeback
which reduced the lead to 47-34
at the half.
That Husson's resurgence was
ill-fated soon became obvious as
the second half got under way.
Primarily 'behind the hot hand of
captain Dick Rouleau, who finished
with a game high 32 points, the
Anchormen restored the lead to
23 points at 78-55 with eight and
a half minutes gone in the second
half. Also conspicuous in this spree
was the authoritative rebounding
initiated
and
ter entered the game
of Pete Gilmart~ and the passing
a gradual and steady R. I. C. come- of Pete Emond. Emond, in fact,
back. About seven minutes into sparkled throughout the game with
the second half Coughter twice
stole the ball to go in for easy
layups, and combined with the
outside shooting of junior captain
Dick Rouleau, his efforts gained
the Anchormen a 68-68 tie with
seven minutes left in the game.
of Rouleau,
The marksmanship
Pete Emond and Pete Gilmartin
gained the lead for
gradually
R. I. C., ·and it was a basket by
Emond with only a minute to go
that gave the visitors an 84-78
lead that was never endangered
thereafter.
The box score:

The Rhode Island College basketball team put itself on the
postive side of .500 for the ,first
time this season by ,convincingly
trouncing Husson State College of
Banger, Maine to the tune of
107-90 on January 14. The victory,
achieved at Walsh Center before
some 500 fans, gave the Anchormen
a season record of 6-5.
There was never any real doubt
of R. I. C.'s superiority, as the
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William B. Baircl

Coughter P'rovides Spark
F'or 88-80 Win At Willimantic

...._.llilli1Jit,

Matmen Drop Heavier
Classes, Lose By 21~14

his floor play.
With approximately six minutes
remaining in the contest, Anchormen Coach William Baird began
substituting freely, and the game
from this point on was a wide open
the entire
Eeventually
affair.
R. I. C. squad saw action and only
Ray Pouliot failed to contribute
to t'he season high 107 point total.
Three men in addition to Rouleau
finished in double figures for the
Anchormen. Gilmartin tossed in
20 points, while Mike Creedon and
Paul Coughter chipped in with 17
and 14 respectively.
Husson's attack was led by Jack
Spring, who connected for 27
points, 23 of which came in the
final twenty minutes. Dick Giroux
tallied 17 points and Jack Chlopecki 13 for the Maine squad.

enough, the 107
• Interestingly
points which the home forces
scored gave them a total of exactly·
1000 points for the eleven game
old season. Defensively, the Anchormen also were impressive as
they held Husson to only ten
points during the first ten minutes
of action.
The ·box score:
HUSSON
FG FT PTS
10 7 27
2 0 4
Cameron
3 I 7
Brown
5 ::l 13
Chlopecki
1 17
8
Giroux
3 ::l 9
Meyers
1 1
0
Callhan
2 4
I
Arnold
1 5
2
Luckowitz
1 3
I
Corvino

R. I. C.
FG IT PTS
9 2 20
Gil'tin
6 2 14
Cou'ter
O 2 2
Lord
1 :l 4
Law
1 0 2
Saccoia
1 1 3
Smond
Creedon 6 5 17
I 2 4
Silva
O O 0
Pouliot
O 2
I
Bushell.
7
McG'rick 2 3
Rouleau 13 6 32

35 20 90
fo tals
HUSSON
R. I. C.

41 25 107
Totals
90
34 46 47 60 - 107

Spring

R. I. C.
FG FT PTS
Rouleau JO 8 28
2 12
5
Emond
6 4 16
Gil't:in
7
I
Creedon 3
McG'rick 3 2 8

Totab

34 20 88

Gilmartin Fights Giroux for Rebound

With Chlo,pecki draped over him, McGetrick scores
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Anchormen Subdue Plymouth, Bridgewater
Outclassed Bears
Fall By 94-64 Score

Late Surge Beats
Plymouth By 94-78

The Rhode Island College basketball team "celebrated" the beginning of exams with a resounding 94-64 triumph over Bridgewater State College on January 17 at
Walsh Center.
The home forces broke a 5-5
tie with 3 :31 elapsed in the first
half on a basket by Pete Gilmartin
and were never headed thereafter.
The score was 16-11 with 11 :44 to
go in the half when the Anchormen out scored their opponents
10-1, led by Jim McGetrick and
Paul Coughter, each of whom
scored 4 points. Also instrumental
in this drive was Dick Rouleau
with 2 assists and 2 foul shots.
All Eyes Are Fixed On Shot By Rouleau
Emond Scores Easily Against Plymouth
With 3 :06 remaining, the Anchormen were enjoying their largchormen went ahead by eight. At had seven in the second half as he 20.
For those who did not atten , est lead of the first half, an 18
this point Plymouth coach Dave connected on 7 of 9 attempts from
Spaulding called a time out, but to the free throw line - all in the the following statistic may give an point bulge, at 42-24. The score at
no avail as his team was unable to waning minutes. Pete Emond, who indication of what the game was half time .was 48-34. .
As the second half began the
had only two points in the first like: R.I.C. turned the ball over
rally in the remaining time.
As it turned out, McGetrick's half, had ten points in the last ten sixteen times on violations during R.I.C. forces took no pity on the
basket with 9:37 left in the second minutes of play to finish the game the course of the evening. Ply- bewildered Bears and proceeded to
mouth did likewise 15 times.
roll up the score. With 10 :42 left
half was the beginning of a drive with 12.
PLYMOUTH
R. I. C.
to play, Mike Creedon outhustled
Dick Rouleau was once again
which netted 31 points for the AnFG IT PTS
FG FT PTS
defenses to give
6 34 McA'ter 8 4 20 the Bridgewater
chormen while the Panthers y.rere high man for the eveiµng with 34 Rouleau 14
4 4 12
4 4 12 Durkee
Emond
held to 15 in the same period. Of points. Mike Creedon and Pete Gil'tin
I 13 Knowles 3 2 8 the home team their biggest lead
6
4 7 15 of the game at 75-44. At that
3 6 12 Tipson
those last 31 points eleven were Gilmartin had 13 and 12, respect- Greedon
Van'rel> 7 2 16
4 7 -15
McG'rick
7 point, Coach Bill Baird began subI
3
4 0 8 Zych
free throws. Jim McGetrick who ively. Co-captain Carl McAllister Cou'ter
freely.
finished the night with 15 poi_nts led the Plymouth Panthers with Totals
29 20 78 stituting
35 24 94 Totals
High scorer for R.I.C. was
·=1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Rouleau with 25 points, followed
From The Sports Desk:
NOTIOE
by Creedon and Coughter with 15
~ - A meeti,ng of all candiand 14 respectively. Chick Silva
dates for the 1967 Varsity
spad\lled in a reserve roll, scoring
held
be
will
- Baseball Team
8 points although seeing only lion Wednesday, February 8,
mited action in the second half.
1967 from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in
R.I.C. out rebounded the Bears
Room 225 Walsh.
51 to 29 with Pete Gilmartin and
It is Imperative that all
Pete Emond each pulling down 11.
candidates, Including returnThe R.I.C. victory- overshadowed
ing Lettermen, attend.
a fine performance by the visitors'
-~
EVEN IN LOSS OOLUMN
Barney Ross. Only a freshman,
With the exception of holiday·and exam periods,
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
the
Despite the probable inequities, the standings as
through
Ross maneuvered
the Anchor sports department has on every Wedlisted above are rock solid in one respect. In March
R.I.C. defenses for 29 points.
nesday since early December ·published accounts of
the league playoffs will get under way, and, even if
The win boosted R.I.C.'s season
the so far mixed fortunes of the Rhode Island Colrecord to 7 and 5 while Bridgewatheir opponents were of a pantywaist variety, only
(Oontlnued from Page 7)
lege basketball squad. Those who have followed the
the top three clubs in each division will qualify. In ponent in the person of Janres ter now has lost 8 games as comteam closely know that the 88-80 victory over Wileach case the third place team takes .on the divi- Bennett and wrestled well, but on pared with 2 wins.
limantic on February 1 gave the Anchormen an 8-5
sional runnerup, with the emergent winner then a 'fluke pinned himself at the 2 :43
FG FT PTS
R. I. -C.
record for the season, and a 6-3 record in the New
12 5 29
FG FT PTS R=
clashing with the divisional champ. Then those two second mark in the match. In the
England State College Athletic· Conference.
O O 0
O'Shea
25
7
9
Rouleau
Buckman
winners meet for the league crown. (The heresy in Unlimited division Jim
The question which to this point has remained
3 2 8 Broman l 2 4
Emond
2 2 6
Pet'pas
7 l 15
this format is, of course, that it smacks of the NBA.) of Bridgeport, who beat the Junior Creedon
unanswered, however, is "Where does the 6-3 record
7
I
3
3 3 9 Fitz'rick
GiPtin
Before, however, you are overly encouraged by National Champion last year, took McG'rick 3 0 6 Kel'her I O 2
in the NESCAC place R.I.C. in relation to its con022
6 2 14 Carr
Cou'ter
Marks.
George
keep
Island's
place,
Rhode
third
on
the
in
entrenchment
solid
R.I.C.'s
than
more
schedule
ference foes?" With the 22 game
0 2 :.! Crowley O O 0
Law
3
l
I
0 0 0 Lancak.
in mind that due to an engagement with Salem Buckman, an ideal wrestler, com- Lord
half completed, the time has come to answer the
5 I 11
I O 2 Ward
Saccoia
neither
and
which
speed
of
and
details
strength
the
~
both
bined
State last Saturday
I O 2 Cra wlord O O 0
Pouliot
query.
O O 0
4 0 8 O'Leary
time nor space allow us to provide - the 6-3 record a good deal of knowledge of the Silva
I 3
The NESCAC is a somewhat loosely organized
l
Bushell
probably,
the
scratch
Well,
now.
by
6-4
is
four
probably
with
Marks
pinning
sport,
divided
teams
seventeen
its
institution which sees
38 18 94
25 14 64
Totah
the score just came in and Salem won by 116-91.
minutes and one second left in the Totals
into a Northern and a Southern Division. The AnWestwith
even
are
now
Anchormen
the
Thus,
l~If.G8~ATER
match.
choti'nen are grouped in the ten team Southern Difield State in the all important loss column, a fact
;;;;;;;;;;;;, ;p;;;az;
;;;C;;;a;;;tu;;;g;;;no;;;;;a;;;nd;;;;;T;;;o;;
vision - easily the stronger of the two. The pubIn exhibition tilts the Purple 1;;;;;;O;;;lf;;;ic;;;ial;;;s;;;:
which lends great significance to the R.I.C. - West- Knights .swept both matches as.11
lished league standings as of January 24 (R.I.C.'s
ConThe
night.
Saturday
on
Westfield
at
clash
field
Stu Einhorn defeated Tom Carney
record is as of February 1) are as follows:
necticut club barely edged Coach Baird's forces in 3-2 and Bob Atkinson lost on
Southern Division
Northern Division
be
to
is
December (81-80), and if a playoff berth
points to Neil Neilson, 10-6.
9-0
Salem
7-1
North Adams
gained that result must be reversed.
The defeat gives the Anchormen
5-2
Boston Sta~e
5-2
A TASTE OF NEXT YEAR
Johnson
a 2-1 record for the season and if
6-3
R.I.C.
7-3
Plymouth
Those .observers most governed by harsh realities
the heavyweight classes can be
7-4
Lowell
3-3
Farmington
might submit that it makes little difference whethey stand to do
strenghtened,
3-3
Worcester
4-7
Fitchburg
ther or not the Anchormen make the playoffs since
eight
well in the remaining
3-4
anyWestfield
playoffs
2-6
the
of
farce
a
make
Gorham
to
going
is
Salem
matches.
1-4
Bridgewater
1-6
chamleague
Keene
way. To be sure, Salem should win the
1-6
Willimantic
1-6
Castleton
pionship easily. (Indeed, would you believe that on
0-4
Lyndon
a good night they might even knock off Bryant).
Quite to the contrary, however, R.I.C.'s participaThe possibility is distinct, however, that these
tion in the playoffs should be of great value in that
standings are not an adequate reflection of the
it will give us one last look at how the team can
teams' relative strengths. For in terms of schedulperform under pressure. Such a statement may
ing the NESCAC is something short of consistent.
sound trite, but the rationale behind it is that the
Each school schedules pretty much only those oplast games of this season could po~t out some of
ponents that it wants to, with the result that many
the salient strengths and weaknesses which will
teams, especially in he Northern Division, avoid the
characterize next year's team.
stronger clubs like the plague. R,I.C. Coach William
AVENUE
435 MOUNTPLEASANT
The cast will not change between this March
Baird ventures that his club's schedule annually is
and
probation,
injuries,
Barring
December.
a
next
and
and
contestant,
league
any
of
among the toughest
expulsion - and admittedly that is barring quite
look at this year's schedule justifies his claim. Even
ESSO EXTRA 31.9
a bit - every single member of the squad will be
so, and despite the fact that both schools are in the
back next season. Add to this the help which freshSouthern Division, the Rhode Island College and
men have consistently provided in recent years, and
Boston State basketball teams have never met.
ESSO REGULAR 27.9
the 1967-68 Anchormen figure to be a polished and
The time for a systematic revision of scheduling
accomplished group.
practices in the NESCAC obviously is at hand.

With all five starting players
scoring in double figures, the
Rhode Island College Anchormen
evened their season's record at 5-5
with a 94-78 victory over Plymouth
State Teachers College on January
9th at Walsh Gym.
The game was a close one
throughout the first half with the
Anchormen enjoying a two point
advantage at half time when the
score stood at 46-44.
The first ten minutes of the second half proceeded in much the
same manner as the first half. And,
when Jim McGetrick added two
points to the R.I.C. cause with 9 :35
left on the clock, the game was
deadlocked at 63-63. Moments la-·
ter Pete Emond tallied on a free
throw. Then, as Plymouth took the
ball up court, Emond turned thief
and quickly added two more to the
score.
The pressure began to mount
and Plymouth fouled repeatedly in
the next few minutes. With 5 :03
left, however, the Anchormen still
did not have a very comfortable
lead as the score was 75-'70. Finally, with 4 :10 remaining a nice pass
from McGetrick to Emond resulted
in a three point play and the An-

Playoff Hopes Could Hinge On
Saturday's Tilt With Westfield

Matmen

,rs:g=:

ATTEND

Gorham Game
Tomorrow Night

Lowest Price on Gas

s EssoStation
VinnieDuva'

